
06 June 2018: Rain launches new unlimited mobile data promotions 

LTE-A group, Rain has launched new promotional unlimited mobile data deals. 

The deals mark the commercial launch of Rain’s mobile data offering, following the group’s 

focus on rolling out base stations to service its LTE-A network over the past year. 

Rain is 20% owned by billionaire Patrice Motsepe’s African Rainbow Capital Investments 

(ARC), which acquired its stake in the group mid-2017. Former FNB CEO, Michael Jordaan is 

also a director and shareholder of Rain. 

In a statement released on Wednesday (6 June), the company said that its mobile network will 

focus solely on data offerings, significantly reducing the price for SA consumers to connect to 

the internet. 

“Rain offers consumers one plan: mobile data priced at 5c per meg (R50 per gig). Customers will 

only pay for data they have used at the end of a month,” it said. 

“There are no contracts lock-ins, no bundles and no regular monthly fees. Data will never expire 

and customers will never have to pay expensive out-of-bundle rates. At any time, a Rain 

customer will be able to set and manage their SIM’s spend-limit, ensuring that they never 

experience bill-shock.” 

After joining online at Rain.co.za, a Rain SIM will be delivered straight to a client’s door, it said. 

As part of a launch promotion, new customers will be able to experience unlimited data usage on 

Rain’s high-speed 4G network for free, for 15 days after joining. 

These free unlimited data days will be a risk-free way for consumers to experience the network 

and test their individual coverage needs, it said. 

Rain’s offering is data-only and does not provide traditional voice services. However, the group 

said that customers will be able to activate data-based services such as WhatsApp, Facebook 

Messenger and Skype on their phones and make calls to other users on the same services. 

Data-hungry consumers will also have to option to add unlimited off-peak data for R250 per 

month to their Rain one plan. This will award them unlimited data usage for 19 hours a day, 

except at peak times (18h00 to 23h00). During peak hours, consumers will pay the standard 5c 

per meg (R50 per gig). 

You can find more about the deals on offer as well as the coverage available on Rain’s website 

here. 

 

 

https://businesstech.co.za/news/telecommunications/250067/rain-launches-new-unlimited-mobile-data-promotions/
https://www.rain.co.za/#/order


Rain is rolling out a 5G network in Johannesburg and Cape 

Town in partnership with Huawei and Nokia. 

MyBroadband asked to test Rain’s new 5G network, but CEO Willem Roos explained : 

–It is “not in a position to give access to test the network at this stage“. 

-‘There are no commercially-available 5G routers and it is currently relying on prototypes from 

its partners for network testing.” 

-“We aim to provide significant coverage in key areas in Johannesburg and Cape Town to 

enable a launch to consumers in the third quarter of this year” 

-“We then plan to increase coverage further in these metros, as well as other areas, over the next 

couple of years.” 

Rain chairman Michael Jordaan: 

-“The first 5G routers will arrive in South Africa in mid-2019“. 

– “A public launch of its 5G service planned for September“. 

“Satellite spectrum” 

Rain has 148MHz spectrum in the 3.6GHz band – significantly more spectrum that what it has in 

the 1,800MHz and 2.6GHz bands. 

Certain industry players have raised concern that this is “satellite spectrum”. 

According to ICASA documentation, this spectrum has been assigned for “VSAT and PMP 

LINKS” and is licensed as an “Ad hoc Satellite service”. 

Roos, however, told MyBroadband that the ICASA information is outdated and that the concern 

that it is using satellite spectrum for a terrestrial broadband network is unfounded. “Our network 

deployment complies to all conditions of our spectrum licence and complies to the latest 

National Radio Frequency Plan as well as ITU Radio Regulations and recommendations”. 

ICASA was asked for comment on the matter, but the organisation did not reply by the time of 

publication. 

ICASA isn’t likely to assign spectrum to operators to build 5G networks until the second half of 

2020 — at the earliest. As for Liquid Telecom –  it has not yet taken any firm decision about 

how it plans to utilise the 3.5GHz band in future. Liquid has 56MHz of spectrum in the 3.5GHz 

band — at 3 456MHz to 3 484MHz and 3 556MHz to 3 584MHz. The only other operators with 

access to this band are Telkom and Rain. 



Sources: 

Rain’s 5G plan – Fibre speeds through wireless 

service https://mybroadband.co.za/news/cellular/298546-rains-5g-plan-fibre-speeds-through-

wireless-service.html?source=newsletter 

Liquid Telecom mulling what to do with its prime 5G spectrum 

  

  

26 October 2018: Rain to launch 5G network 

for homes and small business 

Rain chairman, Paul Harris, has announced that the group will launch a new 5G wireless 

network. 

Rain said it has for the past 18 months rolled out a 4G LTE Advanced data network that covers 

the metro areas in South Africa. 

The network currently comprises of more than 2,500 towers and it is planned to increase this to 

5,000 towers over the next two years. 

“Rain will support the objectives listed above by also rolling out a 5G broadband fixed-wireless 

network in conjunction with its partners Huawei and Nokia,” the group said. 

It noted that spectrum is a key driver of 5G and the efficient use of these scarce resources is of 

paramount importance. “Rain will use its current allocated spectrum and leverage its existing 

LTE network to build the 5G network using 3.6GHz spectrum. 

“This approach of sharing facilities and leveraging existing infrastructure will enable rain to 

rollout the 5G network in a quick and cost-effective manner,” Rain said. 

The first application of rain’s 5G network will be to provide ultra-broadband services to homes 

and SME’s. 

The network will provide fibre-like speeds without the installation complexities, time delays and 

cost of laying fibre in under-serviced areas. “The technology has the potential to dramatically 

reduce the cost of ultra-broadband internet access for a broad section of South Africans,” Rain 

said. 

It said that early access to 5G networks will give the existing South African technology industry 

and new start-ups a head-start to become leaders in applications that can be used domestically 

and exported internationally. 

https://mybroadband.co.za/news/cellular/298546-rains-5g-plan-fibre-speeds-through-wireless-service.html?source=newsletter
https://mybroadband.co.za/news/cellular/298546-rains-5g-plan-fibre-speeds-through-wireless-service.html?source=newsletter
https://businesstech.co.za/news/telecommunications/280277/rain-to-launch-5g-network-for-homes-and-small-business/
https://businesstech.co.za/news/telecommunications/280277/rain-to-launch-5g-network-for-homes-and-small-business/


 

Read: Rain launches new unlimited mobile data promotions 

 

 

14 November 2018:  Nokia to partner with 

Rain for 5G rollout  

Nokia has announced the deployment of its 5G technology alongside news that mobile operator 

Rain will be launching 5G services in South Africa. 

Nokia said that full network deployment is set to start in the first quarter of 2019, and services 

are expected to launch mid-2019 when standards-based 5G NR devices become available in the 

country. 

“As an early adopter of 5G, rain will roll out the technology in South Africa, ahead of many 

other countries globally,” it said. 

It added that 5G promises to enable faster speeds, massive connectivity, decade-long battery life 

for sensors and super-responsive and reliable networks for customers. 

This will unleash on-demand virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) experiences, 

driverless vehicles, medical monitoring, advanced industrial automation services, and so much 

more – all requiring ubiquitous low latency connectivity, it said. 

As part of Rain’s 5G project Nokia said it will deploy its AirScale radio access network solution 

in the Western Cape, Eastern Cape, Northern Cape, Kwa-Zulu Natal as well as the Mangaung 

(Bloemfontein) regions. 

AirScale offers a new modular way of building radio access networks that deliver services with 

high capacity scaling and low latency. The company will also provide professional services for 

the deployment of the solution. 

“Rain is proud to be on the forefront of 5G worldwide and working with Nokia and other 

partners to connect as many South African as possible with affordable high-speed broadband 

services.” said Willem Roos, CEO of Rain. 

 
 

https://businesstech.co.za/news/telecommunications/250067/rain-launches-new-unlimited-mobile-data-promotions/
https://businesstech.co.za/news/broadband/284180/nokia-to-partner-with-rain-for-5g-rollout/
https://businesstech.co.za/news/broadband/284180/nokia-to-partner-with-rain-for-5g-rollout/


15 November 2018: MTN and Ericsson begin 

5G customer trial in South Africa 

https://businesstech.co.za/news/internet/284372/mtn-and-ericsson-begin-5g-customer-trial-in-

south-africa/ 

MTN South Africa and Ericsson have announced the first 5G customer trial deployment in South 

Africa starting with a fixed wireless access site at technology company Netstar’s headquarters in 

Midrand. 

Following the field deployment, MTN is planning to test other 5G use cases, it said in a 

statement on Thursday (15 November). 

The Ericsson 5G solution deployed operates on 28 GHz band with a total operating bandwidth of 

100 MHz using Ericsson trial antenna integrated radio units and Intel 5G Mobile Trial Platform 

providing Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) in the customer premises. 

Many of the Netstar employees can also connect to this trial 5G network through the different 

WiFi access points. 

Giovanni Chiarelli, CTIO MTN South Africa noted that the current discussion regarding the 

imminent release of much-needed additional spectrum, should also include 5G spectrum in the 

primary 3.5 GHz band. 

“Icasa has a great opportunity to get South Africa on par and in some instances, ahead of the 

international game, by allocating 5G spectrum at the same time as the additional 4G spectrum. 

The additional 4G spectrum will extend high speed internet access to all South Africans and will 

help to further drive down the cost of communication. 

“Access to 5G spectrum will see our nation able to actively participate on the cutting edge of the 

digital economy and we cannot afford to fall behind the 4th Industrial Revolution,” he said. 

In addition to facilitating the delivery of next-generation mobile broadband, cloud and providing 

support for massive Internet of Things (IoT) deployment, this collaboration will also enable new 

industry use cases thanks to increased throughput and reduced latency. 

 

26 Feb 2019.Rain and Huawei launch South 

Africa’s first commercial 5G network 

Mobile data-only network operator, Rain has announced the launch of the first 5G commercial 

network in South Africa, in partnership with Huawei. 

https://businesstech.co.za/news/internet/284372/mtn-and-ericsson-begin-5g-customer-trial-in-south-africa/
https://businesstech.co.za/news/internet/284372/mtn-and-ericsson-begin-5g-customer-trial-in-south-africa/
https://businesstech.co.za/news/mobile/301934/rain-and-huawei-launch-south-africas-first-commercial-5g-network/?fbclid=IwAR1avsqQIH6HVrweqGg89TSHJ-kXtiX67uuojg1T6mYhgBXdpZYGioyHSMc
https://businesstech.co.za/news/mobile/301934/rain-and-huawei-launch-south-africas-first-commercial-5g-network/?fbclid=IwAR1avsqQIH6HVrweqGg89TSHJ-kXtiX67uuojg1T6mYhgBXdpZYGioyHSMc


With Huawei’s end-to-end 5G solutions, Rain has been able to build the 5G network using its 

3.6GHz spectrum, it said. 

In the first phase of roll out, Rain has deployed 20 new base stations in Johannesburg and Cape 

Town, covering the main districts of the two cities. 

Rain Group CEO Willem Roos said that the network will provide fibre-like speeds without the 

installation complexities, time delays and cost of laying fibre in under-serviced areas. 

Apart from deploying new base stations, Huawei will enable Rain to fully leverage its existing 

LTE network and allocated spectrum for 5G deployment. 

“This approach of sharing facilities and leveraging existing infrastructure will enable Rain to roll 

out the 5G network in a quick and cost-effective manner,” the group said. 

According to the plan, Rain will continue to cover major cities in South Africa with 5G 

networks, including Johannesburg, Cape Town, and Durban, to provide ultra-broadband services 

to homes 

and enterprises. 

In September 2019, Rain will release 5G mobile phone products and plans to further promote 

5G-enabled applications in terms of industry video, remote driving and smart manufacturing. 

“Rain is very optimistic about the business prospects of South Africa’s 5G network, and will 

continue to invest more in 5G networks and better serve users,” Roos said. 

 

25 Feb 2019. Ericsson president and CEO Börje 

Ekholm says Ericsson will switch on 5G globally in 

2019, backed by a strong, secure and available 

portfolio. 

Addressing media and analysts as he launched Ericsson’s MWC 2019 in Barcelona, Ekholm also 

stressed the role of 5G as a critical national infrastructure, and emphasised the advantages for 

early adopters. 

“We are truly switching on 5G around the world in 2019,” he said. 

Ekholm said that Ericsson has announced commercial 5G deals with 10 named service provider 

customers, as well as 42 memorandums of understanding. The company is already rolling out 5G 

networks across the globe: in the US, Europe, Asia, and Australia. And he promised more 

announcements to come. 

https://businesstech.co.za/news/mobile/301740/ericsson-to-switch-on-5g-globally-in-2019/
https://businesstech.co.za/news/mobile/301740/ericsson-to-switch-on-5g-globally-in-2019/
https://businesstech.co.za/news/mobile/301740/ericsson-to-switch-on-5g-globally-in-2019/
https://businesstech.co.za/news/mobile/301740/ericsson-to-switch-on-5g-globally-in-2019/


“Consumers and enterprises are waiting for 5G,” Ekholm said. “According to Ericsson 

Consumer Lab research, one-third of smartphone users globally will change either immediately 

or within six months to a service provider that switches on 5G. Today, the US and Asia are 

leading in 5G development.” 

Ékholm said the first commercial scale 5G beneficiaries will be mobile broadband consumers 

with massive and highly cost-efficient capacity expansions facilitating new applications in 

augmented reality and virtual reality in areas such as gaming and sports broadcasts. 

But he also stressed how 5G would move the industry beyond consumer products and into the 

industrial internet, citing ongoing collaborations in both mobile robotics and all-electric, 

autonomous vehicles as examples. 

Ekholm also highlighted how Ericsson Radio System hardware has been 5G-ready since 2015 

and can be used also for 5G New Radio (NR) with a remote software installation. 

This means that Ericsson has already shipped more than 3 million 5G-ready radios to its 

customers worldwide. Ericsson’s unique spectrum sharing capabilities and common core and 

dynamic orchestration solutions would put Ericsson customers in the lead with 5G, he said. 

“Our unique Ericsson Spectrum Sharing is the most economically feasible way to introduce 5G 

in existing bands achieving immediate nationwide coverage,” he said. 

“We can dynamically mix 4G and 5G traffic on the same spectrum. Some said this kind of 

spectrum sharing was impossible. Wrong! Our engineers are truly world class. With spectrum 

sharing, our customers have a real 5G frontrunner advantage.” 

In South Africa, the company announced the first 5G customer trial deployment, in November, 

in conjunction with MTN South Africa. 

 

Is Rain using a satellite spectrum for its 5G 

Network in South Africa? 

As previously reported Rain is rolling out a 5G network in Johannesburg and Cape Town in 

partnership with Huawei and Nokia. 

MyBroadband asked to test Rain’s new 5G network, but CEO Willem Roos explained : 

–It is “not in a position to give access to test the network at this stage“. 

-‘There are no commercially-available 5G routers and it is currently relying on prototypes from 

its partners for network testing.” 



-“We aim to provide significant coverage in key areas in Johannesburg and Cape Town to 

enable a launch to consumers in the third quarter of this year” 

-“We then plan to increase coverage further in these metros, as well as other areas, over the next 

couple of years.” 

Rain chairman Michael Jordaan: 

-“The first 5G routers will arrive in South Africa in mid-2019“. 

– “A public launch of its 5G service planned for September“. 

“Satellite spectrum” 

Rain has 148MHz spectrum in the 3.6GHz band – significantly more spectrum that what it has in 

the 1,800MHz and 2.6GHz bands. 

Certain industry players have raised concern that this is “satellite spectrum”. 

According to ICASA documentation, this spectrum has been assigned for “VSAT and PMP 

LINKS” and is licensed as an “Ad hoc Satellite service”. 

Roos, however, told MyBroadband that the ICASA information is outdated and that the concern 

that it is using satellite spectrum for a terrestrial broadband network is unfounded. “Our network 

deployment complies to all conditions of our spectrum licence and complies to the latest 

National Radio Frequency Plan as well as ITU Radio Regulations and recommendations”. 

ICASA was asked for comment on the matter, but the organisation did not reply by the time of 

publication. 

ICASA isn’t likely to assign spectrum to operators to build 5G networks until the second half of 

2020 — at the earliest. As for Liquid Telecom –  it has not yet taken any firm decision about 

how it plans to utilise the 3.5GHz band in future. Liquid has 56MHz of spectrum in the 3.5GHz 

band — at 3 456MHz to 3 484MHz and 3 556MHz to 3 584MHz. The only other operators with 

access to this band are Telkom and Rain. 

Sources: 

Rain’s 5G plan – Fibre speeds through wireless 

service https://mybroadband.co.za/news/cellular/298546-rains-5g-plan-fibre-speeds-through-

wireless-service.html?source=newsletter 

Liquid Telecom mulling what to do with its prime 5G spectrum 

 https://www.emfsa.co.za/news/is-rain-using-a-satellite-spectrum-for-its-5g-network-in-south-

africa/?fbclid=IwAR3ZpLx6dUnjRd8AsD9761jir4jN7E_plPvaG_1u-owbyhlDPnvWlLKr4_8 
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